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            Fig.1: Multimaterial test artifact in the CT system 
 

 
     Fig.2: POM and aluminum parts (left), CT model of an assembly  

(top, right) and cross-section of the CT model (bottom, right) 
 

 
Fig.3: MSE as a function of total projection (top) and material  

ratio (below) 

 
 

Challenge and Goals 

Industrial X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) has gained a 
key role in dimensional metrology for inspecting complex 
workpieces. Common measured objects include assemblies 
consisting of different materials. Due to the different 
absorption behavior, multimaterial aspects may represent a 
challenge while finding the optimal set of CT scan 
parameters. Low-energy X-rays are useful to inspect light 
materials, whereas high-energy X-rays can penetrate dense 
parts. CT set-up process must be performed while taking this 
aspect account. However, compromises in the setting 
procedure may cause typical problems (increased noise, 
artifacts, etc.) which lower measurement accuracy. The goal 
of this study is to investigate the relationship between 
multimaterial quantities (density, absorption coefficients, and 
thickness) and the achieved measurement accuracy. 

Description of the investigation 

In order to perform this investigation, we designed and 
manufactured a set of test artifacts with similar geometry, but 
different material and thickness. We designed modular 
assemblies (Figure 1) consisting of an inner and an outer 
hollow cylinder. Materials chosen for our investigation are 
aluminum for the inner cylinder and plastic (POM) for the 
external one, since they feature a different absorption 
behavior (being aluminum more absorbing than POM). CT 
acquisitions were performed by using a Metrotom 1500 cone 
beam CT system. We performed an optimization process to 
identify the CT parameter set that maximizes measurement 
accuracy for every assembly and measured the four 
diameters of the assemblies. Each scan was repeated 
several times to determine feature mean values. Then, we 
compared CT measurement results with calibrated values 
obtained by using a tactile CMM and evaluated the mean 
squared error (MSE). 

Results and Conclusions 

We related the error of measurements to multimaterial 
properties of each assembly. We considered the maximum 
total projection pmax and the related material ratio r, defined 
as follows: 
 
pmax(E) = max(μ1(E) d1+μ2(E) d2), r = (μ1(E) d1)/(μ2(E) d2) 

 
where d1 and d2 are the total penetration lengths for  POM 
and aluminum, respectively. As regards the aluminum part, 
MSE related to the outer diameter tends to increase with the 
total projection. However, a clear correlation between MSE 
and total projection cannot be identified for features of the 
less absorbing parts. The relationship between the material 
ratio and measurement error features a minimum for values 
of r between 0.7 and 1. At the edges of this interval, error 
tends to increase, as the attenuation behavior of parts also 
differs. In conclusion, multimaterial aspects of assemblies 
can be represented in terms of total projection and material 
ratio. 
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